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extremely huge wind of fists carried the power of destruction, so that the old monk’s
expression was dull, leaving only horrified looking at George Han who rushed.

However, that staunch fist was destined to miss.

The man in black who suddenly appeared in front of the old monk only shook his hand
slightly, taking advantage of the trend and fending off George Han Lei Ting Wanjun’s
fist.

With a punch, George Han did not attack again. He shook the axe in his right hand and
stared at the man in black in front of him.

He was dressed in black and wrapped in cloth on his head. It was quite similar to those
monks’ costumes, except that this person had an extra black cloak, and the whole body
exuded a faint black air. At first glance, he was absolutely extraordinary.

“Another one?”

George Han frowned, and the man who came here was definitely not low, at least the
person with the strongest Demon Qi Qi that George Han had seen for so long.

“Trash!”

The man ignored George Han, just looked at the old monk and cursed, before turning
his head, he looked at the rain that was entangled by the sky-fire moon wheel.

When he lifted his hand slightly, a black gas flew out from the cuffs and shot directly at
the sky fire moon wheel.

The Skyfire Moon Wheel was instantly broken up, and Mingyu was able to get out of the
siege. At this time, George Han moved one hand, and the Skyfire Moon Wheel instantly
returned to his side obediently.

“I have seen the Holy Lord.” Mingyu ran over in a hurry, knelt on one knee, and said
respectfully to the mysterious man in black.

“I have seen the Holy Master.” The old monk also got up from the ground in a panic with
fear, and then knelt on the ground.

This made George Han’s complexion even more condensed. From this look, this
mysterious man in black seemed to be their leader, or, some superior? !



In this way, it is possible that this person is behind the scenes? !

“Are you two wastes still qualified to appear in front of me?” the mysterious man shouted
coldly.

His voice is very strange, it seems empty, but within it, George Han always feels a little
familiar. However, even if George Han wants to break his head, it is still difficult to find a
past person who matches him. .

“Damn your subordinates!”

“Damn your subordinates!” Ming Yu and the old monk suddenly lowered their heads,
panicking and guilty.

“You are dead or alive. You have your own judgment. You don’t need to be arrogant in
front of your deity.” The mysterious man finished speaking in a cold voice. Suddenly, the
whole person turned around and looked at George Han. Although he didn’t speak, Han
Three thousand can feel it, he seems to be staring at him, and there is a smile in his
eyes.

Before George Han could speak, he spoke first: “Long time no see, George Han!”

Long time no see?

George Han frowned, he was really an acquaintance as he felt!

But who is he?

Looking back all the way, George Han had never had any dealings with people from the
Demon Race, and had to say that there were three Demon Races that were also
trapped in Longshan. It’s just that these people are obviously not in the same group as
them.

Then who would he be, this Demon Race? !

“Who are you?” George Han said coldly, but with full energy in his hands, he was always
vigilant.

“Ha ha ha ha!” With a grim sneer, like coming from an ice cave, he said: “I knew you
would never remember me at all, but I will always remember you, and, George Han, I
swear, I want to be a nightmare that you will linger in your whole life.”

“Compared to before, you are indeed much stronger.”Sure enough, I knew it!

“However, I’m not bad.” As

soon as the voice fell, the black shadow in his place still remained, but George Han had
clearly felt a strong black air coming from all directions.



“So fast?” With a cold snort, George Han reacted extremely quickly. When he attacked
the old monk, the eight golden corpses turned into one, and at this time, the eight golden
corpses were released again.

The same hatred!

brush!

Hum!

At the same time, the four figures suddenly attacked!

Following several silences, the attack of the man in black was directly blocked by the
eight golden bodies.

But the block was blocked, and George Han felt his whole body numb at this time!

This guy is so powerful that even if the Eight Dao Jins share the damage, he can
actually make his body so uncomfortable.

“Badaojin shares the damage, it’s interesting.” As

soon as the voice fell, a black figure appeared in front of George Han without warning.

“You are also a bit interesting.” George Han countered in a cold voice.

“I have a lot more interesting. I’m afraid you can’t play it.” With a cold smile, his body
suddenly disappeared, and he killed him from around George Han.

But just when George Han was about to resist, the light from the corner of his eyes
suddenly saw him, and the figure that had just disappeared from the front was already
close to him by less than half a meter!

“Phantom!” George Han’s expression changed abruptly!

This guy is so fast, he just used his speed to create countless afterimages, so that even
he made a mistake in his judgment.

The man in black suddenly sneered, his fingers turned into swords, and hit George
Han’s heart!

boom!

George Han felt a sudden pain in his chest, which turned into a very strange feeling, but
in the next second, a sharp pain came from his breast bone and spread all the way to his
body.

“Puff!”



Eight golden bodies vomit blood almost at the same time!

“You!” George Han widened his eyes and looked at the mysterious black man in front of
him almost in disbelief.

“How is it? Shocked, isn’t it? In order to deal with your eight golden bodies, I have
studied this congealed bone for a long time. How, are you satisfied?” The man in black
smiled lightly, and moved his feet tightly. Kicked George Han directly into the air for
several meters.

The other seven golden bodies also retreated. At this time, George Han covered his
chest with his hands, and forcibly endured the severe pain in his chest. He couldn’t help
looking at that guy suspiciously. What is the so-called coagulation finger specially
designed for his golden body? !

Who is he? !

“Satisfied!” George Han grinned furiously while biting the blood on his mouth.

“Satisfaction is fine.” The black-clothed man smiled softly: “Wait a minute, you still have
more satisfaction.”

“Really?” George Han sneered disdainfully, suddenly holding the Pangu axe in his hand
and rushing directly up.

The eight golden bodies instantly transformed into a figure, breaking with an axe!

The man in black was also suddenly approaching an enemy, and the black energy
surged and greeted him.

Boom! ! !

boom! ! !

When the two met, there was an explosion in the surrounding area!

The world has changed for it.

At the same time, countless disciples over the valley fled in embarrassment and misery
at this time, and the roar of monsters could be heard faintly behind them.

The gluttonous glutton of evil also launched a bloodbath in the valley that was a crazy
killing for others, but a delicious feast for itself.

The battle between the two sides continued to scream while exploding, and it was
extremely fierce.

The whole valley is like hell on earth!



Mingyu and the old monk looked at this side blankly at this time, and then looked over
there, at a loss for a while…
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Mingyu made up his mind, and as soon as his voice fell, he and the old monk
exchanged glances, then stepped on and flew up instantly.

In the sky, George Han and the mysterious man are already in a stalemate. The two
sides have offense and defense. George Han’s great axe keeps on sharpening, and the
dark shadow ghost technique continues to be difficult to distinguish.

But with the participation of Mingyu and the old monk, the balance of the two sides also
began to tilt.

The old monk and Ming Yu without Pan Gu Axe, George Han would naturally not pay
attention to them, but in the process of fighting this weird man in black, these two are
very troublesome.

Especially Mingyu, although the strength of Haenyu is much worse than that of George
Han, she is also regarded as an absolute master, coupled with the unique water circle,
so that she will always make trouble for George Han.

It’s like when your whole body gathers to do something, there is a fly constantly drifting
in front of your eyes, so annoying!

Seeing the irritability of George Han’s face, the mysterious man in black smiled coldly at
this time: “It looks like you are very irritable!”

“I want you to take care of it!” George Han yelled coldly, and slammed his hand with an
axe.

The man in black instantly changed his figure, and appeared in front of George Han in
the next second. He slapped him and laughed softly: “There will always be irritability,
this is what the weak should exist.”

“Pangu The axe used in your hand is like a woodcutter, how can it not be annoying?” As

soon as the voice fell, he slapped George Han with a palm, and at the same time,
George Han Yujian was also early It had been prepared in advance, and as the figure
was shot back, the sword was also drawn on the arm of the mysterious man in black.

There were scars on both sides landing on each other.

“Very strong, one person to three people, you can actually hurt me!” The mysterious
man glanced lightly at the cut on his left arm and couldn’t help clapping and laughing.



“But, what about the eleven?” As soon as the voice fell, eight big men suddenly jumped
out of the woods next to them.

These eight people are still wrapped in black clothes and their heads, they can’t see
their looks, and they can’t see the others, but the cultivation base on their bodies is not
weak at all.

George Han smiled lightly, only to hold the axe in his hand tighter, and smiled: “Then cut
eight more axes!”

“I’m afraid you can’t cut even one axe. Go!” The words

fell, mysteriously The man in black immediately took the lead and pounced on George
Han, while the remaining ten people scattered around and gathered in groups.

Maybe others will be afraid, but George Han is not at all afraid.

With a grip on the cross-axe, he killed it directly!

Boom! ! !

So there were explosions and dust billowed. Afterwards, a group of people led from the
earth to the sky, tearing apart the void! “Fighting?”

At this time, at the foot of the mountain, the two teams gathered in one place from two
directions. The leaders were Lu Ruoxin and the golden soldier. At this time, the golden
soldier Sitting on the mount, looking up at the sky, could not help but wonder.

Lu Ruoxin’s face was cold, her eyebrows frowned, and he said, “Could someone else
come to help George Han not succeed?”

But Lu Ruoxin knew George Han’s influence very well, except that he would save him.
Now it’s the juncture. Who else can save him?

“Could it be George Han himself?” The Golden Soldier asked.

Lu Ruoxin hesitated for a moment, and then shook her head. She hadn’t thought about
this possibility, but it was almost impossible.

He has fallen into the soul formation, and the spies have seen his soul out of the valley
with his own eyes. Now that this is the case, even if this guy has nine lives, there is no
three, seventy and twenty souls. what.

“I hope it’s him, but it’s impossible.”

“Then what shall we do now?”



“Go on, you want Amelia Su, I want George Han, no one wants to take someone from
me.” Lu Ruoxin snorted with a anger, and Lu Ruoxin waved his hand. , Shun led
thousands of troops behind him, rushing towards the mountain.

Boom! ! !

At the foot of the mountain, suddenly dust billowed!

On the mountain at this time, the scene was extremely chaotic.

Eleven masters surrounded George Han in a chaotic fight. Underneath, those who
dared to come out of the valley by the gluttonous gluttony, were also threatened by the
mysterious man and gathered underneath to attack George Han. .

Although these people were all fleeing soldiers, many people were swallowed in the
valley by the gluttons of evil, but after all, the base was very large, and even if they fled
here, there were still more than 10,000 people left.

There were ten masters in riots, and there were tens of thousands of people besieging
them. Even in the heyday of George Han, it was difficult to resist, let alone the current
situation of George Han.

Fortunately, the gluttony of evil also arrived.

There was a big mouth in the blood basin, and a few people were swallowed in one.

Wherever he went, the monks dispersed in a panic, alleviating a lot of pressure on
George Han.

“Earth Fire, Thunder Dragon!”

“Sky Fire; Moon Wheel!”

“No Phase Magic Art!”

Boom! ! ! !

Facing such a flanking attack, George Han rose up in anger, opened the way with the
72-way divine sword in his right hand, supplemented with the Pangu axe in his left hand,
and killed a bloody path in the flanking attack of eleven people. , In the face of the tens
of thousands of people underneath, three loud shouts.

boom! !

The ground exploded in an instant, and the whole earth trembled. At this time, Lu
Ruoxin and the Golden Armor also arrived. Seeing this, they couldn’t help but widen
their pupils! !
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thunder and fire, the sound of explosions, the magnificent scene, the magnificent scene,
even if the golden soldier who leads the army and Lu Ruoxin who is used to the big
scene can not help at this time. Dumbfounded.

But what made them even more shocked was that they thought that such a fierce scene
should be a battle between two parties, but when they looked up, only one person was
quickly surrounded by more than a dozen people. There were also 10,000 people on the
ground to assist. The only thing was one. A monster seems to be helping the besieged.

“Evil Gourmet!”

Suddenly, someone recognized who the monster was at a glance, and screamed in
shock.

With his shout, even if there were tens of thousands of people behind Lu Ruoxin and the
Golden Armor, all of them were shocked at this time.

The gluttonous gluttony of evil, the ancient fierce beasts, no one can hear it!

“Evil gluttony?!” Lu Ruoxin also shouted excitedly, and his mind quickly turned: “If it were
evil gluttony, then the person above would not be…”

Thinking of this, Lu Ruoxin looked up in horror.

When the group of people around George Han suddenly turned sideways, and they
could vaguely catch a glimpse of George Han’s face, Lu Ruoxin felt his scalp tingling!

“George Han!” Lu Ruoxin murmured in surprise!

“What, George Han?”

“This… how is this possible? Isn’t George Han already crushed in the valley and lost his
soul?”

“Even the soul can be separated, which means that his body is almost dead. In this case,
even the true gods can hardly fight back. How did this guy do it?”

“Yeah, everyone is on the verge of this kind of situation, even if they have the intention
to resist, they are powerless at all. “

Damn, this guy really has to subvert the Three Views every time.”

With Lu Ruoxin’s words, there was a lot of discussion behind him. If they hadn’t seen it
with their own eyes, they all thought it was bragging!



The Golden Warrior also took off his helmet at this time, frowning on his handsome face,
looking at the man Yi Dou 11 above the sky, and muttered: “He, is George Han? “

Lu Ruoxin has been staring at George Han, and the whole person hasn’t woken up from
the shock. At this time, how can he have the time to answer the golden champion.

“Interesting.” Even though no one was paying attention, the Golden Soldier still couldn’t
help sighing and answering himself, with a slight smile on the corner of his mouth:
“When I first heard that Miss Lu had a man I like, I really didn’t believe it. . After all, they
are all men, so naturally I know the man’s deceptive mouth!”

“However, now that I have seen it with my own eyes, I have a slight affection for this kid.
I can break the army like a wolf among thousands of people, so let’s not Tell me how
good you are, at least courage is commendable!” “Ability?” At this time, Lu Ruoxin’s
eyes had transformed from shock to admiration, and even a hint of pride.

It’s as if George Han is his man at this time. She smiled and disdainfully said, “What are
ten thousand people? When you come to the Central Plains more and get more
knowledge, you won’t be able to say such things.”

“I can get Ms. Lu’s appreciation, I know this kid is definitely extraordinary, and my
opinion now also confirms my guess, but the lover’s eyes are beautiful.” The golden
soldier smiled helplessly.

“We, Fang Kun, can kill indiscriminately among this group of demon monks.” After that,
a cold light flashed in his eyes, and with force on his legs, he flew directly from the
mount to the top of the crowd.

The golden armor suddenly burst into golden light. When he reached the sky, he folded
his hands on his chest, and then violently pulled, and a huge amount of gold
disappeared from his body!

Bang bang bang!

Dozens of monks all over his body were directly blown to the ground by Jin Guang.

“Lord, it’s not good. Someone is here.”

In the air at this time, hearing an explosion at his feet, the old monk hurriedly looked
back, and saw the golden armor and the Wuyang army not far away, and shouted in a
hurry. .

The mysterious black-clothed man frowned slightly without turning his head back, and
only attacked George Han: “What about someone here? Are we none of us?”

“The army of the Lu family, and…and…”

“And what?



” The people from the Desert City are also here.”

“What?” Hearing this, the mysterious man in black had only one move to block George
Han back, and after he was handed over to others, he looked back.

“Golden Armor, Desert City! Damn, why did they come here?” the mysterious black man
said angrily.

“The subordinates don’t know, but the Lu family seems to be doing all the best, Lord,
they are not small.” When the

mysterious black man heard this, he suddenly became more anxious and glanced
angrily at the Lu Family Army and the Golden Armour. , And then coldly said: “Prepare
to withdraw!”

“Yes!” the old monk said.

As soon as the words fell, the mysterious man in black suddenly accelerated towards
George Han. At this time, George Han was being entangled by others and confronted
with an axe and a sword.

“George Han, that’s the end of today. You remembered it for me. The feud between you
and me is not over. I’m waiting for you in the city of Burning Bone. You don’t need to
come, but after seven days, your friend, I She must be made into a ghetto, anyone can
enter and exit at will.” As soon as the voice fell, this guy suddenly let go of the black
energy in his hands, knocked George Han back a few steps, and left with a tight and
cold sigh!

George Han wanted to chase after him, but at this time, something strange happened!
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